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► Building your own security 
geek system that can 
automate a broad range of 
security tasks including: 
 Logical/Physical access 

monitoring 

 Google earth data visualization 
(and Geo-IP) 

 XSS face-palm generator 

 Custom "lock your screen" 
shamer 

 Compliance nagging tool 

 

What is this session about? 



Ryan 

• Operations, security and compliance 

background 

 

Different Backgrounds 

Jan 
• Came from business consulting 

• Started own malware analysis firm 

 

 



The problem: 
 
so many boxes,  
so little time 



► Making manual requests for information from system 

owners 

► Manually using excel spreadsheets, vlookups to organize 

the data 

► Time consuming and boring 

► Dangerous? Maybe. 

► Definitely a misuse of time. 

 

You’re doing it wrong 



Your doing in right! 

► Build a repeatable, automated system 

► Connect and gather data centrally 

► Create web based reports dynamically 

► Use open source software 

► Use spare hardware 

 



1. Suck up all the data you can find 

2. Consolidate & Cross-reference 

3. … Find nuggets 

4. Profit! 

 

Principles 



What you need: 

Box (or VM instance) 

Database 

Web server 

Scripting language 

What we did: 

Basic LAMP (Linux/Apache/MySQL/PHP) 

You can make this in Perl, Ruby, ASP, 

Java  

 

 

Getting started 



► No 

► SIEM’s typically focus on 

an IP address as the 

central data point 

► Our system focused 

mainly on employee data, 

application and system 

data, and source code. 

►  Your system can pivot on 

anything you want; you 

decide. 

 

Isn’t this some sort of SIEM? 



Loki Data 
Gathering 

LMS 

Badge 
System 

LDAP 

AD 

App 
Database 

HR Data 

Logical view- Data Gathering 



Loki Reporting 

XSS Tester 

Lock Your 
Screen 

Auditing 

Alerting 

Data 
Visualization 

Nagger 

Logical view- Reporting 



How do we cross-
reference users 
across various 
systems? 



► Disparate systems (each with their owner) that have 

different naming conventions for users 

► E.g. JoeSmith@corp.com, jsmith, jacks, U3110, nibbler 

► The Hertsens theorem: 

“Over time, the accuracy of any reference data source 

will exponentially approach zero unless it is directly 

linked to a financial consequence.” 

► “Follow the money” rule leads us to HR 

► Payroll list is managed very accurately! 

► Contractors & contract pay is audited closely! 

 

Problem 

mailto:JoeSmith@corp.com


► HR now assigns a unique numerical “HRID” to each 

employee, vendor or contractor when they are hired. 

► One time effort to retrofit existing user accounts 

► Integrate into process  

► Work with HR, Finance and Sys Admins 

► Mandatory field on “new hire” forms 

► Stored in every system at account provision time 

► LDAP, AD : Unused attribute field 

► Badge system: Found an unused field 

► SAP: Found an unused field 

Solution: HRID 



► Physical and logical access reviews are  now automated, 

and instantaneous 

► Instead of weeks of manual work every quarter: 

► Cross-referencing happens automagically 

► Review runs every night 

► White-list approach instead of blacklist of “terminated 

users” 

► Answers the question “who has an account on my system who 

doesn’t have a business relationship with the company?” 

 

 

 

HRID : Paydirt! 



Connectors 



► SAP (HTTP post) 

► HR upload (HTTP post, manual) 

► Application database (DB connection) 

► Active Directory 

► LDAP 

► CVS Code Repository 

► Learning Management System Badge system (MS SQL) 

► Badge system (via undocumented API) 

► … 

 

 

Find your data sources 

 



Connector Example: App Database 
Simplest case: We need some information from an database 

that we have native support for.  

Grab data from the remote 
datasource 

Massage it a bit, then insert into our database 



Connector Example: LDAP/AD 
► Luckily, we have a LDAP interface we can load 

Grab list of users from correct 
tree and class 

Our business 
logic 

Work around MS specific 
weirdness 

Pump it into our database 



► It has a database, but we had NO native drivers! 

Connector Example: Learning Mmgt System  (MSSQL) 

► So we hacked together a 

bunch of scripts  

Call an (experimental) binary that can access the db,  
grab output 

Use file massaging to turn it into a reasonable format 

Bulk process the raw results into 
the database, then clean up 



► No 

► The company had a small 

HR system that could not 

be connected 

programmatically. 

► The HR person manually 

uploaded (copy/paste) from 

their excel spreadsheet into 

an http form we created for 

them. 

 

Do all the connectors have to 

be scripted and automated? 



Report Generator 



Behind the scenes... 

SQL for 
reports 

Database 

Email for 
alerting 

Enable 
for 

mailings 
 



Report Examples 



How do we get 
those darn users to 
behave (in compliance 

with company procedures)? 



► Problem: Users “forget” to .. 

► Complete trainings 

► Keep data up to date 

► Login and change their password 

► Solution: Automated Reminder system 

► Automates the "reminding" of required (compliance) activities 

► Existing Report + Template + Timing = Reminder 

 

Reminder Mailing System 



Overview 



Making it happen 



Making it happen (SQL’ness) 

Pick what report to run.  SQL gets 

executed when needed, recordset 

date gets merged into template 



“Lock your Screen” system 

 

 

AJAX logging of how long the 
system remains unattended 



► Problem: Users leave their systems unlocked 

► Closing the gap on screensavers 

► Solution: “Lock your screen” shaming system  

► Provide a gamification system 

► Let users “pwn” each other 

► Keep track of the usage stats 

► Publish “top offenders” for extra humiliation 

“Lock your Screen” system 

 



How do we get 
those darn 
developers to 
behave (in compliance 

with company procedures)? 



► Problem:  

Having developers and QA do tests for XSS is boring, 

repetitive 

 

► Solution: 

Facepalm image generator 

 

 

Fighting XSS with face-palms 



► For testers and QA: 

► Fill fields with:  

Test <img src=“http://site/fp.php?testcase167”> Test 

► Check if you see a facepalm, yell 

► What we log: 

► All parameters supplied 

► Referral URL  

► Time & Date 

► Request IP 

 

Facepalms (Cont.) 



Crazy products  
 
for fun & profit 



► Get the tools: 

► An IP-to-location database 
http://www.maxmind.com 

► An address-to-location API (e.g. Google maps) 
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/ 

► Run it on all your data 

► Make reports! 

► Visual reports google earth map 

► Transactions per region 

► People logging in from multiple countries 

► Etc… 

 

Geolocate everything 



Make it look interesting 



Demo Time! 



Conclusion 



► Think outside the boxes & shelves 

► Nobody understands your business but you 

► Involve other departments 

► Make their life easier 

► Make allies, get funding & resources 

 

Lesson Learned 



► Hire / borrow / cajole a developer! 

► Don't be afraid to start. Jump in and build. 

► It costs nearly nothing to start. 

► Find some extra hardware, prove value, then move up! 

 

 

Lesson Learned 



Q&A 
 
Source & supporting 
materials 
 
http://g.obijan.com/LokiSR 


